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Abstract
Formal narrative representation is a procedure assigning a formal description to a natural language narrative. In general, it is a human
procedure, and one of the goals of computational models of narrative is to understand this procedure better in order to automatise it. In
order to be automatisable, a formal framework should allow for objective and reproducible representations. In this paper, we present
empirical work focussing on objectivity and reproducibility of the Proppian framework and the hypothesis that narrative formalisation
is summarisation. The first two experiments consider Propp’s formalisation of Russian fairy tales; the third compares these results to
summaries of the same stories. The data show that some features of Propp’s system such as the assignment of the characters to the
dramatis personae and some of the functions are difficult to reproduce; furthermore, natural summaries of folktales do not match the
Proppian functions.

1.

Introduction & Motivation

The formal study of narratives goes back to the Russian
structuralist school, paradigmatically represented by the
Vladimir Propp’s 1928 study Morphology of the Folktale
(Propp, 1928) in which he identifies seven dramatis personae and 31 functions that allow him to formally analyse
a corpus of Russian folktales (cf. § 2.1. for details).
Researchers in the field of computational models of narrative have developed the general Proppian methodology
into various formal and computational frameworks for the
analysis, automated understanding and generation of narratives. Examples for this are Lehnert’s Plot Units, Rumelhart’s Story Grammars, Schank’s Thematic Organization
Points (TOPs), Dyer’s Thematic Abstraction Units (TAUs),
or Turner’s Planning Advice Themes (PATs).1
While the biggest advances of this research community
were on the technical side, recent years have seen an increased interest in the methodological and conceptual issues involved, linking this research closely to questions of
the philosophy of information.2
1

Cf. (Lehnert, 1981; Rumelhart, 1980; Schank, 1982; Dyer,
1983; Turner, 1994).
2
Cf. (Löwe, 2011).

The enterprise of representing a narrative by a formal object
formalizing its structure that can then be used in computational application rests on a number of assumptions:
Assumption E (Existence of a structural core). There is
a structural core of narratives; or several, depending
on which part of the structure we are interested in.
Assumption O (Objectivity of the structural core).
Given a narrative, there is an interpersonal agreement what its structural core is; possibly after some
agreement of what part of the structure should be
represented.
A formal framework Λ for representing narratives consists
of a formal language LΛ , a class of mathematical structures
MΛ , and a description of a procedure (called formalization
in (Löwe, 2011)) of assigning to each natural language narrative N a structure ΣΛ (N ) ∈ MΛ . Note that this procedure that assigns Σ(N ) to N is not a function in the mathematical sense, but an activity by expert formalizers who
follow given guidelines to produce ΣΛ (N ) on the basis of
N.
In this paper, we mainly explore the validity of Assumption
O: in particular, we are investigating the following property
of formal frameworks Λ:

Property Obj(Λ). Sufficiently trained human formalizers,
given the same narrative N will produce the same
structure ΣΛ (N ).
Property Obj is an important (and arguably necessary) feature of a formal framework Λ if it is supposed to be the basis
of an automatised system. The existence or non-existence
of formal frameworks Λ with property Obj(Λ) is closely related to Assumption O: if no formal frameworks proposed
in practice has this property, this is evidence against Assumption O. Checking Obj(Λ) was described in (Bod et
al., 2011) as a natural analogue of the study of annotator
agreement in corpus linguistics and computational linguistics: whereas typical annotation tasks involve annotation of
sentences or discourses,3 the formalization or annotation of
a narrative is at the next level of complexity, involving sequences or systems of discourses, connected to a narrative.
At the sentence or discourse level, inter-annotator agreement has been studied (Carletta et al., 1997; Marcu et al.,
1999), but for the annotation or formalization of narratives,
no such analysis has ever been done, not even with the oldest and best-known formal approach to narrative structure,
the Proppian narratemes.
We therefore decided to focus on this particular formal
framework, not because we feel that the Proppian framework is a good candidate for a framework close to the stable
structural core, but mostly due to its prominent place in the
history of formal representations of narrative. In § 2., we
describe the Proppian formal framework and discuss two
empirical studies called Propp I and Propp II pertaining
to it and performed at the Universiteit van Amsterdam.
There is a very close relationship between formal representation of narrative and summarization: simple formal representations (e.g., Plot Units) should serve as a summary
of a narrative, and similarly, a formalized theory of narrative summarization could give rise to high-quality formal
frameworks for the representation of narrative. In § 3., we
describe a follow-up empirical study called Summarization done at the Universität Hamburg with the same narratives that were used in the two studies described in § 2.
In this study, we investigated natural summarization techniques and their relation to Propp’s functions as resulting
from the two Amsterdam studies.

2.
2.1.

Propp’s formal system

Overview of Propp

Working with a corpus of 100 Russian folktales, from the
book Narodnye Russkie Skazki by Alexander Afanas’ev
(Afanas’ev, 1973), Vladimir Propp developed a formal system to identify each folktale by short annotation strings
consisting of symbols representing Proppian functions or
narratemes. In the following, we give a description of the
components of the Proppian system relevant for the experiments discussed in this paper. For more details, we refer
the reader to (Propp, 1928).
Propp identified eight dramatis personae representing roles
that the various characters inhabit within the stories. Not
3

Cf., e.g., (Marcus et al., 1993; Brants, 2000; Passonneau et
al., 2006).

False Hero. The FALSE HERO is a person who tries to
take credit for the actions of the hero. He may try to
marry the PRINCESS, or gain respect of PRINCESS ’ S
FATHER to further complicate the HERO ’ S pursuit of
the PRINCESS.
η Trickery. The villain attempts to deceive his victim in
order to take possession of him or of his belongings.
Villain first assumes a disguise. Then follows the function:
Example 1. By persuasion: e.g. A witch tries to have a ring
accepted.
Example 2. By direct application of magic: e.g. Step mother
gives a sleeping pill.

Figure 1: Examples of descriptions of a dramatis persona
and a function used in the experiments Propp I and Propp
II.
every dramatis persona occurs in each story, not every character represents a dramatis persona, and some dramatis
personae can be represented by the same character. The
Proppian dramatis personae are: the hero (H), the villain
(V), the princess (P), the princess’s father (PF), the dispatcher (Di), the donor (Do), the magical helper (MH) and
the false hero (FH) (Propp, 1928, § 3).
The actions of the dramatis personae are described by a
set of thirty-one functions described in (Propp, 1928, § 3)
by means of examples and more specified subfunctions (cf.
Figure 1 for an example). These functions are marked by
symbols in the order of their occurrence in the folktale:
β Absentation; γ Interdiction; δ Violation, ε Reconnaissance, ξ Delivery, η Trickery, θ Complicity, A Villainy,
a Lack, B Mediation, C Beginning counteraction, ↑ Departure, D First function of the Donor, E Hero’s reaction, F Provision or receipt of magical agent, G Spatial
transference between two kingdoms, H Struggle, J Branding, I Victory, K Liquidation, ↓ Return, Pr Pu! rsuit,
Rs Rescue, o Unrecognized Arrival, L Unfounded Claims,
M Difficult Task, N Solution, Q Recognition, Ex Exposure, T Transfiguration, U Punishment, W Wedding.
These functions occur in strict sequential order, i.e., functions have to occur in the folktale in the order they are given
in the list above: after function I (Victory) has occurred,
none of the functions listed earlier can occur anymore.
The full Proppian system contains a number of additional
features: some folktales contain a series of individual tale
units; the Proppian system allows for moves within an annotation. Since none of the tales we used in the experiment
had these features, we shall not further discuss this here.
Another additional feature is a special annotation symbol
for trebling: in folktales, a common motif is the triple repetition of some functions called trebling. Propp’s system allows for annotating occurrences of trebling, and we’ll comment on this in § 3.3.
2.2.

Description of Propp I

In the experiment Propp I, test subjects were briefly trained
in the Proppian framework and then asked to annotate some
of the folktales formalized in (Propp, 1928). We used the

folktales The Seven Semyons, 145, Shabarsha, 151, and
Ivan the Bear’s Son, 152; in the following, we refer to
these folktales as Semyons, Shabarsha, and Ivanko.4 We
chose tales that were available in English translation, did
not exhibit the Proppian phenomenon of moves, and used
few functions in Propp’s own formalisation (Ivanko and Semyons use eight functions, Shabarsha six). An annotation
of a folktale in Propp I consisted of
1. the assignment of story characters to the dramatis personae, and
2. a list of the functions (group 1) or functions specified
by subfunctions (group 2) occurring in the folktale.
Procedure. We had nine test subjects, all students of the
Universiteit van Amsterdam, and all with native or nearnative competence of English. The test subjects were split
into two groups: in the first group, only the functions had to
be given; in the second group, the function had to be specified with the subfunction. Test subjects were instructed that
the experiment would last three hours and received a moderate financial compensation for participation.
During the experiment, test subjects were given a 45minute introduction to Propp’s system given by a native
speaker of English supported by a projector presentation.
It explained the Propp’s system (without moves and trebling), i.e., the dramatis personae and their functions. We
gave short descriptions of the dramatis personae roughly
based on Propp’s original text and the the descriptions of
the functions from Propp’s text. Only a selection of the
subfunctions was included (for subjects in group 1, these
were marked as “examples”, for subjects in group 2, they
were numbered subfunctions). Finally, we analyzed a simple example story designed by the experimenters as an illustration.
Figure 1 shows examples of the description of a dramatis
persona and a function as we used them in the presentation.
A condensed version of the description of Proppian dramatis personae and functions was distributed as a leaflet to test
subjects for use during the annotation.5
4

In Propp I, we also used the folktale The Enchanted Princess,
but it turned out to be too long and was omitted in the other experiments. Due to an oversight, we worked with version 147 of
Semyons while Propp had annotated version 145. We used the
translations of Gutermann from (Afanas’ev, 1973) for Semyons
and Ivanko, and the translation of Cook from (Afanas’ev, 1985)
for Shabarsha. In Semyons, seven orphans meet the Tsar and
pledge to work hard in their professions. The seventh becomes
a thief and, with the help of his brothers and their respective talents, journeys to capture Elena the fair as a bride for the Tsar. In
Ivanko, Ivanko is born of a peasant woman and her kidnapper, a
bear. After returning to human society, he causes some damage
and is sent to a lake in which devils dwell. Through a series of
tricks, Ivanko gains all of the devils’ gold and the services of a little devil for a year. In Shabarsha, the protagonist Shabarsha takes
a day off to earn some money for himself and his boss. He goes
to a lake to catch fish, meets a little devil and threatens to evict all
of the devils from the lake if they don’t pay rent. Through a series
of tricks he acquires all of their wealth.
5
To simplify the annotations, we used the symbols A–Z and
a–f for the Proppian functions.

Results. Propp’s own annotations only contain the function string, and do not specify the assignment of characters to the dramatis personae. The original Propp strings
for the narratives are: a1 B2 C ↑ F2 G1 K2 ↓ (Semyons),
A8 B4 C ↑ H2 I2 K1 ↓ (Shabarsha), and A9 ↑ H2 I2 K1 ↓
(Ivanko).6
We give the results of the assignments of the characters to
the dramatis personae in Table 1. We see some amount of
variation even in the assignment of the three main dramatis
personae, H, V, and P: consider, e.g., the variations among
the choices of villain in the Ivanko story or the Semyons or
the choice of hero in the Shabarsha story (see below for a
methodological remark).
The annotation strings vary widely and are given in Table 2.
Test subjects 1–5 belonged to group 1 (no subfunction) and
test subjects 6–9 to group 2 (subfunctions). The subfunctions are marked by superscripts in the table, and a missing
subfunction is marked by a superscript of ∅ . No strings
matched across all annotators and all stories, and thus no
inter-annotator analysis was necessary. It is interesting to
notice that the annotation strings are considerably longer
than Propp’s original strings (compare an average of 14.2,
13.2, and 12.8 functions for Ivanko, Semyons, and Shabarsha, respectively, with the Proppian string lengths of 6, 8
and 8 for the same folktales).
Methodological Conclusion. In their post-experiment
comments, several test subjects reported that they considered the task as easy. Four out of nine test subjects reported
that the example story from the presentation was considerably simpler than the actual folktales.
The variation in the assignment of characters to dramatis
personae suggests that the description of the dramatis personae was not precise enough. For instance, our description of the hero read “The hero can be a prince, a poor
girl, a bear-man, a group of soldiers or anyone who is good
and sets out on an adventure”. Arguably, Shabarsha’s behaviour in Shabarsha cannot be described as “good”, which
has caused some of the variation in the assignment of the
hero in that folktale.7
A number of functions are consistently annotated by the
annotators that do not show up in Propp’s annotation: for
instance, Ivanko has nine annotations with function β, eight
with B and six each with γ, δ, ζ, θ, a, and C, none of which
occur in Propp’s annotation.
On the other hand, we see that some functions used by
Propp show up in all or almost all annotations strings: e.g.,
↑, G, H, I, and ↓ are reliably reproduced in the Ivanko annotation strings. However, since we do not know which events
in the tale the annotators marked with these functions, we
cannot be sure whether these are actual reproductions of
Propp’s assignments.
2.3.

Description of Propp II

From Propp I, we learned that
6

Cf. Footnote 4.
It is conceivable that the designator “devil” created a connotation in the original readers of the folktale producing a very different reading of Shabarsha’s behaviour that cannot be reproduced
in contemporary test subjects due to a lack of cultural context.
7

Ivanko
Test subject

H

V

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ivanko
Bearlet
Ivanko
Ivanko/Mother
Ivanko
Ivanko
Ivanko
Ivanko
Bearlet

Devils
Bear/Devil
Thieves/Dogs/Devil
Devil/Peasant
Father
Devil
Devil
Devil
Father

Semyons
Test subject

H

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Semyons
Semyons
Semyons
7th Semyon
Semyons
7th Semyon
Semyons
7th Semyon
7th Semyon

V

Shabarsha
Test subject

H

1

Shabarsha

2
3
4
5

Shabarsha/Little Devil
Shabarsha
Shabarsha
Shabarsha

6
7
8
9

Shabarsha
Shabarsha
Shabarsha
Little Devil

Elena
Elena
Elena
Elena
Elena
Elena
Elena
Elena
Elena

PF

Di
Peasant
Peasant
Peasant
Peasant
Father
Peasant

Bearlet/Wife
Wife

Peasant
Peasant

Father’s Satisfaction

Grandfather

Bear

Ivanko/Wife

PF

Di

Tsar
Elena’s father
Elena’s Father
Elena’s father
Tsar

Tsar
7
Tsar
Tsar
Tsar
Tsar
Tsar
Tsar
Tsar

V

Do

MH

Grandfather

Horse

Little Devil

Horse

Peasant

Devil
Horse
Hare

Peasant
Father

Father, Money

P

Tsar
7th Semyon
Elena’s father
Tsar
Tsar

Tsar

P

Do

Tsar

MH

FH

Kitten/Stone
Semyon Bros
Cat
Semyons
Ship
6 Semyons
Semyons

7th Semyon

P

PF

Di

Gold

Little Devil/
Grandad

Master

Shabarsha
Little Devil
Little Devil
Shabarsha

Gold
Gold
Gold

Grandad
Grandad
Grandad

Little Devil
Little Devil/Grandad
Little Boy
Shabarsha

Gold
Gold
Gold
Peace

Grandad
Grandad
Grandad

Devil

Grandad
Grandad
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Grandad

Tsar

Do

MH

Master
Master

Cap
Bear/Hare

Master

FH

FH

Shabarsha

Bear/Hare
Twine
Bear/Hare

Table 1: The assignment of the dramatis personae for the three folktales in Propp I.
1. the variations in the assignment of the characters of the
dramatis personae made comparison of the annotation
strings difficult,
2. we did not know because of which passage in the text
the test subjects marked a function as present in a folktale,
3. the constructed example story was considered too simple in comparison with the actual folktales.
It should be noted that we Propp only recorded the annotation strings, so that his choice of dramatis personae and
text passages would have to be extrapolated from (Propp,
1928).
The experiment Propp II was a modified version of Propp
I, taking these lessons into account. We used the same folktales as in Propp I. An annotation of a folktale in Propp II
consisted of
1. a list of the functions occurring in the folktale, and
2. marked text passages for each of the functions that occurred.
The main changes to Propp I were: the test subjects were
given the assignment of characters to the dramatis personae; subfunctions were not discussed at all; the example
story was from Propp’s own corpus.
Procedure. We had six test subjects, all students of the
Universiteit van Amsterdam, and all with native or nearnative competence of English. Test subjects were instructed

that the experiment would last three hours and received a
moderate financial compensation for participation.
During the experiment, test subjects were given an introduction to Propp’s system given by a native speaker of English supported by a projector presentation. It explained
the Propp’s system (without moves and trebling), i.e., the
dramatis personae and their functions. There was no explicit mention of subfunctions: a selection of subfunctions
was included as “examples”. The presentation lasted 45
minutes and finished by presenting the analysis of an example folktale from the Propp corpus (Ivan Popyalov, 135).
Again, the condensed version of the description of Proppian dramatis personae and functions was distributed as a
leaflet to test subjects for use during the annotation. This
time, test subjects were given an assignment of characters
to the dramatis personae together with each folktale (this
assignment was done by the experimenters on the basis of
the Proppian annotation strings):8 In Ivanko, we assigned
Ivanko to H and the Little Devil and the Grandfather jointly
to V; in Semyons, we assigned the seventh Semyon to H,
Elena the Fair to P, and the Tsar to Di; finally, in Shabarsha, we assigned Shabarsha to H and the Little Devil and
the Grandfather jointly to V.
Results. We give the results of the function annotation
in Table 3. The annotation strings are noticeably shorter
8

Propp’s own assignment of characters to dramatis personae
is not explicit in (Propp, 1928); our assignment is consistent with
Propp’s annotations.

Test subject

Proppian functions for Ivanko
A9

Propp

↑
G H I
θ A a B C↑
G H I
θ A a B C↑D E
H I
θ
a B C↑D
G H I
θ
a B C↑D E F
JI

1
2
3
4
5

β
β
β
β
β

6
7
8
9

β ∅ γ 2 δε2 ζη 1 θ 1
β 1 δε∅
β1 γ 2
β1
ζ θ1

γ
γ
γ
γ

δ
δ
δε
δ

H 2 I2 K 1 ↓

↑

ζη
ζη
ζη
ζη

B5 C↑
G 3 H 2 I2 K 1 ↓
a5 B2 C↑D1 E1
H ∅ I2 K 2 ↓
3
↑
G H 2 I2 ↓
5 ∅
1 9 9 ∅
a B ↑D E F G
K1 ↓

Test subject

Proppian functions for Semyons

Propp

a1

B2 C↑

1
2
3
4
5

β
a B
β γ δεζηθA a B
β γ δεζηθA a
β γ δ
a B
β
ζηθ a B

6
7
8
9

β∅ γ 1 δ ζ
β2 γ 1
β2 γ ∅ δ ζ

F3 G1

a1 B2 ↑
a5 B1 C↑
a1 B1 C↑
a5 B2 ↑

G∅
F3 G3
G3
G∅

Propp

A8

6
7
8
9

γ2δ
γ2

B4 C↑

a B
εζη θ A a B
εζη θ A B
εζ
a B
η
a B
η1 θ1

η∅ θ1

W6

K2 ↓

G
K ↓
G H K ↓PrRs
W
DEF G
K ↓Pr NQTU
C↑D
G HIK ↓PrRs Q
C↑ F G
K ↓

Proppian functions for Shabarsha

β
βγ
βγ
βγ

U

C↑
C↑

Test subject

1
2
3
4
5

↓
K ↓
U
K ↓ N Ex
K ↓ZNQ U
K

K1 Pr
K1 ↓
K2 ↓
K2 ↓Pr

N

N

W6
W6
W6
W6

H 2 I2 K 1 ↓

C↑
G H K
C↑
G H I K ↓
C D EF G H I K
C↑ E
I K Pr
C D F
K ↓

a2
H 2 I2 K 1 ↓
2 2
1
1 3 2 2 1
a B C↑D F G H I K
a2 B1 C↑
G 3 H 2 I2 K 1
a2 B2
H2

W
QU
QU

N UW6
o
W6
W∅

Table 2: The annotation strings for the three folktales in Propp I (cf. Footnote 4).
than in Propp I (on average 6.8 functions per annotator,
compared with 13.4 functions in Propp I and 7.3 functions
in the original Propp strings), and in general more similar
to the Proppian strings, but we still do not have matching
strings among the test subjects.

Table 4.
As an example, in Semyons, all annotators marked the same
stretch of text as the function W (Wedding):

We say that a function occurs stably in Propp II if at least
four of the six annotators list it. In Table 4, we list the stable functions (five for Ivanko, six for Semyons, and four
for Shabarsha). Of these 15 stable functions, 12 are listed
in Propp’s original annotations; this is the majority of the
functions listed by Propp. It is interesting to note that each
of the three folktales has one stable function that is not annotated by Propp.

In contrast, consider the stable function H (Struggle) in
Shabarsha: five out of the six subjects annotated this function, but none of the text areas match with each other. One
of the annotations covered approximately half the text of
the entire narrative. The other four marked stretches were:

The areas of text assigned to the functions by the test subjects varied considerably, both in length and place. We call
a stable function strongly stable if at least four of the six annotators list the function and the text marked by these four
annotators overlaps. We call it weakly stable otherwise. We
list strong and weak stability for the 15 stable functions in

He generously rewarded the Semyons, exempted them from land
rent and head taxes...

Text passage 1. While he was working a little boy in a black
jacket and a red cap jumped out of the water onto the bank.
“What are you doing, uncle?” he asked. “Making some
twine.” “What for?” “I’m going to clean up the pond and
pull you devils out of the water.” “Oh no! Wait a moment,
I’ll go and tell my grandad.”
Text passage 2. “Shabarsha! Hey, Shabarsha! Grandad says we
must see who can whistle the loudest.” “Alright, you whistle
first.” The devil boy whistled so loudly that Shabarsha could
hardly keep on his feet, and the leaves fell off the trees. “Not

Subj.

Ivanko

Subj.

Semyons

Subj.

Shabarsha

Propp
1
2
3
4
5
6

A ↑ HIK↓
β a ↑GHIK↓
βγ
↑
MN W
β
B↑ HI
U
β
↑ HI ↓
U
β aB↑ HI ↓
β aB↑ HIK↓
W

Propp
1
2
3
4
5
6

aBC↑FGK↓
aB ↑ GK
W
β aB ↑ K↓
W
β aB
G
oNW
ηa ↑ G Pr
W
aB ↑ K↓PrRs W
β aBC↑ GK↓PrRs W

Propp
1
2
3
4
5
6

A BC↑HIK↓
a
HIK N
aB ↑
MN W
a C↑HI M UW
a ↑HI MN
a ↑H K
aBC HIK
W

Table 3: The annotation strings for the three folktales in Propp II (cf. Footnote 4).

Story

Function

Occurrences

Stability

Ivanko

β
↑
H
I
↓

6
6
5
5
4

strong
weak
weak
strong
strong

Semyons

a
B
↑
G
K
W

6
5
5
4
4
6

strong
strong
weak
strong
weak
strong

Shabarsha

a
↑
H
I

6
4
5
4

strong
strong
weak
weak

Table 4: Stable functions in Propp II, marked as weakly
and strongly stable

bad,” said Shabarsha, “but not as good as me! When I whistle you’ll be knocked off your feet and your eardrums will
split. So lie face down on the ground and put your hands
over your ears.”
Text passage 3. So lie face down on the ground and put your
hands over your ears.” The devil boy lay face down and covered his ears with his hands. Shabarsha took a heavy stick,
brought it down with all his might on the devil boy’s neck,
and whistled.
Text passage 4. “Alright, you toss first and I’ll watch.”

2.4.

Conclusion

The assignment of the characters to the dramatis personae
has an important effect on the assignment of the functions.
Different Proppian functions are handled very differently
by the annotators: some are stable, others aren’t; some are
typically assigned to the same text passages, others not. It is
particularly striking that some of the stably annotated functions do not show up in Propp’s own annotation strings. As
an illustration, we mention that subfunction 6 of W is listed
as “Other form of compensation like a monetary reward”.
This vague description fits in much more general situations
than Propp apparently intended.

3.
3.1.

Experiment Summarization

Overview of automatic summarization

In the experiment Summarization, we aimed at testing the
hypothesis that Proppian functions formalise core events of
the story which will be replicated in summaries.
Automatic text summarization has been tackled by the Natural Language Processing community from the perspectives of machine learning and deep natural language analysis. Machine learning approaches apply statistical techniques to produce document extracts (Lin and Hovy, 1997;
Kupiec et al., 1995; Conroy and O’Leary, 2001). This
statistical approach has proven to be successful in a wide
range of domains, reaching acceptable quality levels. On
the other hand, deep natural language analysis uses linguistic knowledge to process and summarize texts (Barzilay and
Elhadad, 1997; Miller, 1995; Marcu, 1998). By extracting
the chunks of text conveying the main message (nuclei), a
summary can be constructed.
Human assessment of evaluation of summaries has proven
to be rather unstable (Lin and Hovy, 2002), so automatic
metrics like ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002) have been proposed. In our comparison of summaries to the results of Propp II, we are mostly interested
in natural human summaries.
3.2.

Description of the experiment

The experiment was conducted with six students of the Universität Hamburg; they all had native or near-native competence of German. We used the same stories used in the
Propp II experiment in German translations. The test subjects were given a sheet of instructions which was read to
them by a native speaker of German. The instructions highlighted that the story should be recognisable from the summary, and that the summary should not just retell the story,
and that it should not give comments on style or order of
events. No precise algorithm was given how to determine
the important events to mention in the summary. Test subjects were instructed to use “simple sentences” (einfache
Sätze) to facilitate the mapping of sentences to events; simple sentences were explained to “normally consist of up to
14 words” and examples were given, which contained at
most one level of sub- or co-ordination. No example of a
summary was given.
Test subjects were then given 2 1/2 hours to write the summaries, and were given a modest financial compensation.

3.3. Results of the experiment
On the basis of six summaries, no quantitative analysis can
be done, but certain features emerge from the data. First
of all, the majority of references in the summaries refer to
events rather than situational descriptions (our of 241 individual facts mentioned in the summaries as a summary
sentence or part of a summary sentence, 22 are not events,
i.e., only 9.1%). Of these events, some show up as a core
that is mentioned by many or all test subjects, others form
a cluster of events possibly mentioned.
Major Agreement. In Semyons, test subjects agree least
which details to take into their summary. However, all
agree to mention some events before the theft, esp. meeting the Tsar, presenting their plans what trade to learn and
the test cases (four test subjects each). All agree in naming
theft and reward, and all except one mention the wedding
of Tsar and Princess. The fact that a trick was performed is
only mentioned by four.
In Ivanko and Shabarsha, test subjects agree on the central
events: All mention some event leading up to the competition between the hero and the little devil (Ivanko’s blunders and assignment to go to the lake; Shabarsha’s fishing
plans or presence at the lake). The competitions are always mentioned, so is receiving the gold. The trickery is
only mentioned by four (one test subject fails to mention
trickery in all three tales). The final trick with gold is completely omitted in Ivanko summaries but mentioned by four
for Shabarsha.
Event mapping. Since the majority of marked features of
the narrative were events, we decided to construct an event
mapping as follows: we identified the event descriptions
that occurred in all of the summaries9 and created a master
list of the events mentioned in at least one summary. Figure 2 shows the event mapping for Shabarsha where the
columns S1 to S6 correspond to the six test subjects in the
Summarization experiment. In order to allow a comparison with the annotations from Propp II, we extended the
event mapping to account for the events marked in Pr! opp
II, as not all text passages marked by test subjects in Propp
II were represented in the summaries. The six test subjects
from Propp II are listed as columns P1 to P6 in Table 2.
Comparison is made more difficult by the fact that summaries may regroup events (something not allowed in a
Proppian annotation due to the strict ordering of the functions). Furthermore, summary descriptions tend to be very
dense, making use of certain implicatures (Grice, 1968
1989): for instance, “er geht zu einem Teich, um zu angeln” (he goes to a pond in order to catch fish), does not
formally imply that he actually arrives at the pond, but this
is certainly implicated in the summary.
Trebling. In two of the stories, trebling occurs: There are
different tasks that are structurally similar and occur in order: In Shabarsha, there are four competitions, each con9

Here, we counted a sentence or fragment of a sentence as
an event description if it grammatically describes a change of
the state of affairs. So, for instance, “Kurz darauf verwaisen
die sieben Brüder” (Shortly after that, the seven brothers are orphaned) is an event description, whereas “Sieben Waisen namens
Simeon...” (Seven orphans named Semyon...) is not.

sisting of a challenge, a trick and the success); in Ivanko,
both the mistakes made and the competitions with the devil
occur in several forms. In the summaries, we see that the
majority of test subjects mentions these as a block and not
as individual events. This corresponds to the fact that the
full Proppian system has a special symbol for trebling.
3.4. Comparison of Propp II and Summarization
An overall comparison is difficult, because already the
Propp II results on their own are so diverse. We therefore
focus on three qualitative examples of differences: storylines that are omitted from function assignment, some ‘stable functions’ that are not present in the summaries, an example of a ‘stable passage’, where we find in all Propp annotations but in no summary.
Storylines. Both Ivanko and the Semyons have a prehistory storyline that leads up to the central story line of
the competition with the devil and the theft of the princess.
While Propp’s full system allows for moves with several
storylines, Propp did not annotate the pre-history events in
his own annotation strings (and we did not mention moves
as a possibility to the test subjects in Propp I and Propp
II. The pre-history storylines are largely not annotated in
Propp II, with one exception: nearly all test subjects mark
β (Absentation) or a (lack).10 The summaries only mention
the events resulting from them: Shabarsha’s plan to earn
money by fishing and the order/permission to steal Elena of
the Semyon’s journey.
Shabarsha and the Semyons also have a final commentary
by the narrator, which steps out of the main storyline into
the narration context. These final commentaries are left out
by nearly all test subjects in both experiments (except for
one summary) in the Semyons. In Shabarsha, the part of
the commentary relating to the main storyline is referenced
by three summaries and three Propp annotators, while the
final ‘morale’ is referenced only by three Summaries.
Stable Functions. As mentioned above, weakly stable
functions are those which are not annotated at the same passage by Propp test subjects. We take up the discussion of
the H (Struggle) function from the end of § 2.3.: The annotators do not agree, but mostly annotate single events in the
course of the competition; the majority of the summaries
regroup the single events, as discussed above (trebling).
In Semyons, four Propp annotators mark the Tsar’s love for
Elena as a (lack; strongly stable function), while none of
the summaries mentions this condition. Similarly, the lack
that affects Shabarsha’s master at the beginning of the story
is marked in the Propp annotations, but not mentioned in
any summary.
Stable Passages. Conversely, near the end of Ivanko, all
Propp annotators have one function for Ivanko’s journey
to the lake and at least one labelled event after the competitions and before the transfer of money and servant to
Ivanko’s father; none of the summaries mentions these explicitly. Similarly, in Semyons, three Propp annotators assign various functions between the theft of the princess and
10

The correctness of these with respect to Propp’s system may
be questionable, as the only affect characters not representing
dramatis personae.
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Figure 2: Synoptic annotations of Shabarsha from Propp II and Summarization. We used the following markers: − for
deficient or imcomplete descriptions, † for mistakes or errors, § for anonymous super-events, {Sit . . . } for non-event
(situation descriptions), * for events occurring only in Propp, and # for auxiliary events only occurring in the summaries.
her delivery to the Tsar, while no summary mentions these
NRUSRUD H[S ]LP XQL GXLVEXUJ HVVHQ GH 1DUU:LNL GRNX SKS"LG VDQG
details.

4.

Discussion & Future Work

The detailed study of human annotations of Propp’s framework highlights some weaknesses of its description, and in
general, points out some important obstacles for an automatisation of the process of formalisation in a computational
setting. Key weaknesses are that descriptions of some of
the dramatis personae and functions are vague and require
a large amount of interpretation. We also observed that
the Proppian framework encourages the marking of minor
events that do not naturally occur in summaries of the same
folktales. It would also be preferable accommodate more
than one storyline in a framework.
In (Bod et al., 2011), we suggested to follow up the studies Propp I and Propp II with a large-scale inter-annotator
study: the results of our experiments suggest that this is not
worthwhile. Instead, we should distill the lessons learned

from this Proppian case study into studies dealing with
other formal representation systems, possibly designed and
documented on the basis of the results of this study.
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